
NOTE: The above drilling pattern refers to chipboard panel only. In case of different material being used, a suitable drilling pattern is provided on request.

SIDE DRILLING PLAN LIKU AND REKORD INSTALLATION
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LIKU

LIKU is the innovative concealed hanger conceived by Italiana Ferramenta Srl to fix suspended 
libraries and cabinets to the wall even when their structure is conceived without the back panel.
LIKU is to be inserted into the side of the furniture and can be used with panels minimum 
25mm thick.
LIKU, conceived to sustain very heavy pieces of furniture with very heavy loads, has a capacity 
loading of 250 kg per piece.

This is made possible by:
- The double hanging-hook which allows a uniformly distributed load on the wall bracket.
- The optimized shape of the wall bracket which reduces the stress on the rawl plugs.
- The robust and compact body of the system.

LIKU is a very safe system as it is provided with a self-inserting anti-turnover device.

Provided with 3 independent adjustments 
- In-depth: 13mm (the only available on the market)
- Vertical: 15mm
- Lateral: 9mm (6 on the wall bracket; 3 on the hanger)

In combination with Rekord 14 leveller 
it is possible the inclination adjustment. Wall plate

Rekord 14 leveller

Part. no

6380100000

63802400ZN

3030201000

Pan head screw Ø 4x6060103350ZN

-

Zinc-plated

-

Zinc-plated

Description Finish

Concealed cabinet hanger Liku



WALL PLATE FIXING AND LATERAL ADJUSTMENT - 6mm INSTALLATION AND FURTHER LATERAL ADJUSTMENT - 3mm

VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT - 15mm INCLINATION ADJUSTMENT

IN-DEPTH ADJUSTMENT - 13mm

AND ANTI-TURNOVER SYSTEM

It is the responsability of the customer to use the proper hardware 

fittings according to the construction of the wall.

The Self-Inserting anti-turnover 

device is carried out after 3mm of 

in-depth adjustment

Anti-turnover device

in detail
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